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Abstract  

  

        

       Financial magazines have been part of the financial industry right from the start. 

There has long been a debate whether a stock being featured in a magazine is a 

contrarian signal. The reasoning behind this is simple; any informational edge reaches 

the wide masses last, which means by the time that happens, the bulk of the directional 

move of the financial instrument has long been completed. This paper puts this idea to 

the test by examining the behavior of the stock market and the stocks that are featured 

on magazine covers of various financial magazines and newspapers. By going through 

several stages of data extraction and processing utilizing a series of most up-to-date 

data science techniques, ticker symbols are derived from raw colorful images of covers. 

The derivation results in a many-to-many relationship, where a single ticker shows up at 

different points in time, at the same time, with a possibility of a single cover having 

many tickers at once. From then, several historic price and media-related features are 

created in preparation for the machine learning models. Several models are utilized to 

look at the behavior of the stock and the index at different points in time in the upcoming 

future. Results demonstrate more than random results but insufficient as the sole 

determinant of direction of the asset.  
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Chapter 1: Introduction 

There are several infamous examples in financial history, where a popular 

magazine releases a cover, following which the price of the asset listed completely 

changes the direction of where it was originally headed. This poses a series of 

questions: Do magazine covers have an impact on future asset performance in any 

capacity? Do they act as contrarian signals? Are historic examples of this occurrence 

just cherry-picked or are there predictable patterns that lead to this behavior?  This 

question encompasses several data science concepts and is open to a lot of 

experimentation with data. It’s a mixture of sentiment analysis and machine learning, 

more specifically anomaly detection. 

Solving this problem will lay to rest the myth and speculations in the financial 

industry whether people should pay attention to magazine covers. While this may 

uncover a hidden edge, it will first and foremost give us insight into the problem from the 

analytical perspective. This thesis is also about logging useful observations, that the 

public would also benefit from knowing.  

There are two overarching challenges that make this problem hard to solve. The 

first challenge is getting the raw data and building a pipeline to prepare the data for 

analysis. Obtaining raw image data of magazine covers requires writing code to scrape 

data from different sources and then storing and processing it in a structured and 

scalable manner. The next step of the challenge is figuring out how to derive which 

ticker symbols are associated with text on the covers. 
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The second challenge is coming up with various features and models to solve 

this problem. To be able to have different models requires insight, intuition, creativity to 

develop new features as well as labels using existing data. There will be at least 2 types 

of features: price-related and magazine-related. This is an area of experimentation, 

where through trial and error, a useful model can hopefully be built.  

The difficulty also arises in the fact that there are no assurances in the beginning 

of this project that I will be able to solve this problem, and to be able to start producing 

any insights, there is a certain amount of work to be done. In case I won’t be able to 

develop a useful model, I will record all the methods that were attempted, so that the 

audience can eliminate those as potential predictors. 

There is no clearly identifiable target audience who might be particularly harmed 

by the outcome of this project; on the contrary, the public would benefit from the results 

of the work conducted. This paper adds awareness and more public knowledge to a 

rather secretive field. 

While performing research and doing the analysis, the following tech stack is 

being used: Python language and several key third-party modules for programming, 

MySQL, as well as Polygon.IO and ChatGPT REST APIs. 

Based on our objective, the upcoming layout of this thesis is as follows: Chapter 

2 adds more background and reviews related literature. Chapter 3 discusses the 

techniques and thought processes involved in resolving the two primary challenges 

described earlier in this chapter. Chapter 4 presents the results and examines them. 
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Conclusions are contained in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 is used for any additional references 

used throughout the paper. 
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Chapter 2: Background 

Magazines 

There are only a handful of impactful financial magazines. For this research, we 

only focused on those, as they are most likely to provide the most meaningful signals 

due to their reach and size of the audience. The following were used: Barron’s, Forbes, 

Bloomberg Businessweek, Wall Street Journal, and Financial Times. The frequency of 

publication of this magazine varies, however. WSJ and FT are daily issues, Bloomberg 

and Barron’s come out weekly, and Forbes publishes 8 times a year, or less than once 

a month. The implication of that is that there will be some count difference between the 

publications in the dataset, WSJ and FT making up a significant chunk of the dataset. 

Similar work 

       While there have been newer methods of analysis due to an increase of newer 

methods to track data (something as simple as publicly available Google Trends), 

studying sentiment analysis or media influence on the stock market is not new. 

One of the more famous studies has been done by Malcolm Baker and Jeffrey 

Wurgler, where they explored the relationship between investor sentiment and stock 

returns. (Baker) They collected data using various sources, including surveys and price-

based indicators, and they found that high levels of sentiment are associated with lower 

subsequent stock returns. 
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Another academic paper by Joseph E. Engelberg and Christopher A. Parsons 

examined how changes in media coverage of individual stocks affect trading volume, 

stock returns, and market volatility. They observed that coverage impacts market 

volatility, with higher coverage associated with increased volatility. Thus, their work 

implies the direct influence of media on trading activity and market dynamics.  

A more recent study from 2022 explored social media rumors on the Chinese 

stock market. The results reveal that rumors have a significant information transmission 

effect on volatility, and the developed Internet Financial Forum Rumor Index can help 

sense potential impacts, providing guidance for information environment optimization 

and promoting healthy stock market development. (Zhang) 

Besides sentiment analysis, an important element of this thesis is OCR. OCR is 

technology that enables computers to recognize printed or handwritten text and convert 

it into machine-readable digital text. (Srihari) This is the initial process that is going to be 

used in the pipeline to extract tickers out of images. As the plan is to use a pre-trained 

OCR model, there needs to be a realization that it is model after all, and the better its 

input is, the better the output is going to be. In the case of OCR, better input means 

input that the OCR model ingests is easier to read. One of the preprocessing 

techniques for OCR is binarization. (Kaushik) Binarization of the image is converting a 

grayscale image into a black and white image. This can be achieved with the help of a 

process called thresholding. (Kaushik)  
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A couple examples of contrarian signals 

There are a few stark examples in recent memory of magazine covers acting 

contrarian indicators. Let us look at them. 

Figure 1 shows the front cover of Barron’s on the recent dollar strength. 

 

Figure 1: Barron’s Dollar Cover  

Figure 2 shows the chart of $DXY, the index that represents where dollar is 

currently valued among its few competitors (the arrow indicates the date of the 

publication of the above Barron’s magazine). 
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Figure 2: $DXY Before and After Cover Release 

  

       The magazine with an extremely positive sentiment towards the dollar was within 

2 weeks of the high, and the dollar has been in decline ever since. 

Figure 3 shows a bullish contrarian example from the Economist. 

 

Figure 3: The Economist Bearish Crypto Cover  
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       Figure 4 shows the Bitcoin chart with the arrow marked when the Economist 

released that cover. 

 

Figure 4: Bitcoin Chart Before and After the Economist Cover 

       The low of Bitcoin was less than a week ago when the magazine was released. 

Thus, looking at just these two examples, the magazine covers almost seem prophetic, 

and this idea is going to be put to the test. 

Machine Learning Algorithms and Evaluation Metrics 

       Once the dataset is created, we trained machine learning models. Both classifier 

and regressor types of models were used. Let us provide a description of each. 

A classifier is a type of machine learning model that is used for classification 

tasks. Classification is the process of assigning a predefined category or label to a given 

input based on its features or attributes. The goal of a classifier is to learn a mapping 
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between the input features and the corresponding class labels. For example, identifying 

handwritten digits can be considered as a classification task. 

A regressor is a type of machine learning model used for regression tasks. 

Regression involves predicting a continuous and numerical output value based on input 

features. The goal of a regressor is to learn a mapping between the input features and 

the corresponding continuous output value. For example, predicting house prices based 

on features like size, location, and number of bedrooms. 

Several machine learning algorithms are going to be used for the dataset. 

Though the quality and quantity of input data takes precedence over any type of 

algorithm used, sometimes the algorithms may make a difference. The following will be 

used in this thesis: Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, and Dense Neural Network.  

Random Forest is an ensemble learning method that combines multiple decision 

trees to make predictions. Each decision tree in the forest is trained on a random subset 

of the data and a random subset of features. During prediction, each tree casts a vote, 

and the final prediction is determined by majority voting or averaging the predictions. 

Random Forest is known for its ability to handle high-dimensional data and deal with 

noisy and correlated features. 

Gradient Boosting is another ensemble learning method that builds an ensemble 

of weak learners, typically decision trees, in a sequential manner. Each subsequent 

weak learner is trained to correct the mistakes made by the previous learners. The 

predictions of all the weak learners are combined using weighted averaging, where the 

weights are determined based on the errors made in the previous iterations. 
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A dense neural network is a type of artificial neural network in which the 

information flows in one direction, from the input layer through one or more hidden 

layers to the output layer. Each neuron in a layer is connected to every neuron in the 

subsequent layer. The neural network learns by adjusting the weights and biases 

associated with these connections to minimize a specified loss function. Dense neural 

networks are good at learning complex nonlinear relationships in data. 

There are also common machine learning evaluation metrics used for both 

regressor and logistic models. Below is the list of them.  

Accuracy (classifier metric) measures the proportion of correctly predicted 

instances in classification tasks. Higher accuracy indicates better overall performance.  

Recall (classifier metric) measures the ability of a binary classifier to correctly 

identify positive instances. It calculates the proportion of true positives out of all actual 

positives. Same as with accuracy, a higher value indicates better overall performance.  

Mean Squared Error or MSE (regressor metric) is an evaluation metric for 

regression tasks. It calculates the average squared difference between predicted and 

actual values. Smaller MSE values indicate better model performance.  

R-squared or R^2 (regressor metric) measures the proportion of predictable 

variance in the dependent variable. Higher R-squared suggests better model fit, but it 

does not indicate absence of errors or generalization ability. 
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Chapter 3: Methodology 

  

Chapter 3 provides an overview of the data included in the dataset, specifically 

how the data points were created, what the features are, and which labels were used. 

Finally, we will discuss the data cleaning that was involved in the final stage prior to 

training the machine learning models.  

The first step of the project was retrieving images of various financial publication 

covers and storing them in a single location. There were 5 publications that were used:  

Barron’s, Forbes, Bloomberg, Wall Street Journal, and Financial Times. Images for 

these publications were pulled from 3 resources: Barron’s images were scraped from 

Barrons.com, Forbes and Bloomberg were scraped from Magzter.com, Wall Street 

Journal and Financial Times were pulled from Kiosko.net.  Each website required its 

own ways of extracting the image from the source, but 2 of the websites held 2 

magazines each, so pulling the second magazine required merely a constant change.   

With the images and their publishing dates all pulled into a central location, the 

image clean-up stage began. Before utilizing OCR to scrape words from images, 

images had to be properly prepared. It is considered good practice to convert the image 

color to black and white for a more successful OCR reading. Figures 5 and 6 show an 

example of the conversion. 
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Figure 5: Barron’s Cover Before OCR preparation 

All colorful images were converted to grey for proper OCR. 

 

Figure 6: Barron’s Cover After OCR preparation 
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As part of image exploration, it was also noticed that Wall Street Journal and 

Financial Times include too much information on a single cover page, as shown in 

Figure 7. 

 

Figure 7: Financial Times Cover Before OCR preparation 
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This should not be surprising as both publications are actually newspapers, and the 

images show the fully flattened version of the front page. Thus, to avoid making 

processing less noisy, there was a decision made to crop out the upper bit and the 

lower half of the image. The upper bit was removed because it added no value from the 

analytical standpoint: it had a repetitive cover, and the same list of generic indices, 

which were not the center of the attention. Figure 8 is the processed version of the 

original image in Figure 7. 

 

Figure 8: Financial Times Cover After OCR preparation 

It is important to mention that the amount to crop out the upper and lower parts of the 

newspaper cover was constant for absolutely every newspaper cover. This was done 

mostly due to time an ever-so-slightly shifting sizing which was difficult to approximate 

accurately in a time-efficient manner. The issue with this hard-coded approach is that 

some newspaper covers did not have everything desired cropped out. This does not 
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have a big impact. Figure 9 is an example, where the line of generic indices is visible as 

well as the lower half of WSJ. 

 

Figure 9: Wall Street Journal Cover After OCR preparation 

When the image preparation for the OCR was complete, the OCR process 

began. Originally the approach was to use Pytesseract, a Python wrapper for C++ 

executable named Tesseract. Tesseract is highly configurable, it has several –psm 

modes, which choose a different approach of slicing and parsing text out of images. It 

was found that using “–psm 6” returned the most amount of useful data. However, upon 

closer inspection, the output text was too noisy. A decision was made to look for an 

alternative solution instead. Keras_ocr turned out to be a successful replacement. Table 

1 is a comparison of Figure 6, where keras_ocr has much less data, so this module was 

used to parse text out of images. 
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Table 1: OCR comparison of Figure 6 

pytesseract keras_ocr 
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       With the text available for all covers, the next step was to retrieve all the 

company names out of the text. This is a rather complex task for several reasons: 

● Some covers had both tickers and company names of financial assets.  

● Some company names had typos in them because of inaccurate OCR, so direct 

mapping was not always possible. 

● There is some level of association between words and text required to correctly 

identify which ticker is exactly being talked about.  
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● Some tickers were no longer tradeable and/or under a different ticker than 

before. 

There was no immediate, accurate, and time-efficient solution available. All 

available REST APIs and scraping tools relied on accuracy and absolutely 0% 

ambiguity.  

Thus, a decision was made to experiment with the newest AI tool available to the 

public: ChatGPT. By carefully structuring the prompt and requesting ChatGPT to review 

every image in the dataset, the company names were extracted. There were several 

version iterations of the prompt. This is the final one that was used, where “textUsed” 

held the text from the image parsed using OCR: 

"Identify all public companies in this text: \"{textUsed}\"\nKeep it short and provide a 

list separated with a pipe:" 

  

Surprisingly, the model was able to parse out the company names with a rather 

high accuracy, tackling all the issues addressed in the bullet points above. Additionally, 

the model was also capable of being honest when there were no public companies able 

to be identified on the cover, and it was direct about it. However, there were several 

examples when ChatGPT got into a negative loop and refused to process the request, 

providing the following output: “Sorry, as an AI language model, I do not have the 

capability to identify all public companies in a text without any context or criteria.” 

ChatGPT returned the responses of company names indeed in a pipe delimited list 

which was easily parseable and ready to be used for the next stage.  
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Once all the company names have been collected, the next challenge was 

converting company names into tickers. When testing GPT prompts at the previous 

stage, there was an attempt to retrieve tickers explicitly instead of company names, but 

several prompts were tried unsuccessfully. Thus, converting company names into 

tickers created the same challenges as described earlier (except for typos, there were 

no typos from manually checked sample data). A decision was made to make another 

pass using ChatGPT but this time going through the list of company names. The 

following prompt was used for every list of public company names per table, where 

“textUsed” was a pipe-separated list of companies: 

“Assume you do not have access to real-time data. What are company symbols for 

the following companies: {textUsed}\nReturn a Python list of those symbols:” 

  

Returning a Python list was an experimental approach to extract the data in a 

different but another parseable format from the ChatGPT’s response, which also worked 

successfully. At this point, all the tickers at all dates listed on the covers were available: 

these are the data points for the final dataset. Once the data points were available, it 

was possible to calculate their labels and features. 

       Since it was not possible to predict which label exactly would be the best choice, 

several were created to be tested. All labels calculate the performance of a specific 

asset either a week, a quarter, or a year from the cover release date. There are several 

groups of labels used. Firstly, there are ticker and $SPY labels. $SPY is a ticker that 

represents S&P 500 index price. This can be a benchmark label, but also a form of 

baseline that can be compared to the model performance of equal period for a ticker 
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label. Secondly, the labels are split into quantitative and categorical types. Quantitative 

labels all reflect percentage change from the cover date. The “bool” within categorical 

label columns, in retrospect, may be a confusing since all those columns have 3 

categories, not 2: green, neutral, and red. Neutral is anything between 1% and -1%; it 

was not prudent to consider anything within this range as either red or green. Below is 

the full list of labels used. 

Table 2: List of Labels 

Labels 

ticker_week_perf 

ticker_quarter_perf 

ticker_year_perf 

spy_week_perf 

spy_quarter_perf 

spy_year_perf 

ticker_week_bool_perf 

ticker_quarter_bool_perf 

ticker_year_bool_perf 

spy_week_bool_perf 

spy_quarter_bool_perf 
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spy_year_bool_perf 

  

       Next come the features. There were 2 types of features: price-based, volume-

based, and magazine-based. Price-based features focused on calculating percentages 

from specific starting points. Volume-based features focused on calculating the ratios 

between recent average volume and yearly average volume. Magazine-based features 

focused on counts associated with the ticker and its relation to the cover. Below is the 

table of features used as well as their description and reason for inclusion.  

Table 3: List of Features 

Features used Description Inclusion reason 

hist_ticker_week_perf Ticker performance in the past 

week leading up to being listed 

on the cover 

Check if past recent 

behavior can reverse 

after magazine release 

hist_ticker_quarter_perf Ticker performance in the past 

quarter leading up to being 

listed on the cover 

Check if past recent 

behavior can reverse 

after magazine release 

hist_ticker_year_perf Ticker performance in the past 

year leading up to being listed 

on the cover 

Check if past recent 

behavior can reverse 

after magazine release 

hist_spy_week_perf SPY index performance in the 

past week leading up to the 

ticker being listed on the cover 

Check if past recent 

behavior can reverse 

after magazine release 
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hist_spy_quarter_perf SPY index performance in the 

past quarter leading up to the 

ticker being listed on the cover 

Check if past recent 

behavior can reverse 

after magazine release 

hist_spy_year_perf SPY index performance in the 

past year leading up to the 

ticker being listed on the cover 

Check if past recent 

behavior can reverse 

after magazine release 

rvol_buildup_week Relative volume: average 

ticker volume over last week / 

average ticker volume over 

last year 

Check if increase in 

relative volume may 

indicate higher 

significance of the 

event 

rvol_buildup_month Relative volume: average 

ticker volume over last month/ 

average ticker volume over 

last year 

Check if increase in 

relative volume may 

indicate higher 

significance of the 

event 

retracement_pct_from_biw

eekly_highs 

Calculating the close price at 

the day of the cover release 

relative to the high of last 2 

weeks  

Check how eager the 

instrument is to move 

relative to recent highs 

retracement_pct_from_biw

eekly_lows 

Calculating the close price at 

the day of the cover release 

relative to the low of last 2 

weeks  

Check how eager the 

instrument is to move 

relative to recent lows 

num_valid_tickers_per_cov

er 

Number of companies listed on 

a specific magazine issue 

Check if less tickers 

per cover indicate 

higher significance 
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num_ticker_mentions_past

_month 

Number of times this company 

has already been mentioned in 

the last 4 weeks before the 

event 

Check if over usage of 

mentions may results 

in lack of additional 

movement. 

  

       At this point we have a dataset with all features and labels for every datapoint; it 

is time to clean the data in preparation for the machine learning training. Several entries 

in the dataset had null values. There were several reasons. The biggest reason is that 

the price data source that was used in the project only provided data for exactly the last 

10 years since the day of the REST API call to pull data. March 2013 was the earliest 

month that the data was available for, but there were magazine covers before that, 

some dating 2010. Since some calculating features and labels were not possible, they 

had null values and thus removed from the dataset. Some data points were also 

removed because the label date has not actually been materialized (i.e., it is not 

possible to calculate a quarterly or yearly $SPY price change for yesterday’s cover). 

The dataset is ready with all the features and labels, so we start training the data. 

We are going to be using a Random Forest model, Gradient Boosting, as well as Neural 

Networks, both the classifier and the regressor versions for both. We are also going to 

train on a bigger and smaller dataset. The bigger dataset is the original size; the smaller 

dataset is the one without the Wall Street Journal and Financial Times. The reasoning 

there is because WSJ and FT are both daily issues, and it is possible they are 

introducing noise to the dataset because of this high frequency of releases.  
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Chapter 4: Analysis and Discussion 

  

       In this chapter, we are going to go over the results of the models, interpret them, 

and highlight several insights that were made using the clean dataset.  

 Before analyzing the machine learning results, it is important to mention the 

overall dataset sizes at various project stages. About 1700 stocks were involved in the 

project. Also, here is the list of the magazines and their respective cover count in the 

project:  3349 Wall Street Journal covers, 2129 Financial Times covers, 424 Bloomberg 

Businessweek covers, 375 Barron’s covers, 87 Forbes covers. About 3160 covers did 

not have any tickers identified with them. 17579 entries were in the entire final dataset 

before cleaning. 11904 entries were available for model training after cleaning the data 

by replacing rows with null values. The model that was trained without WSJ and FT had 

782 entries in total. 

       As planned, due to the uncertainty of what is going to work, there were quite a 

few models trained. There were 3 main machine learning algorithms (Random Forest, 

Gradient boosting, Neural Network) each trained on 12 labels. In addition, there was an 

additional model training with a reduced dataset, excluding WSJ and FT articles, 

making another 12 models. Thus, there were 48 baseline models trained in the dataset. 

Table 4 shows the results of the Random Forest training (both regressor and 

classifier) on a full dataset. 

Table 4: Labels and their evaluation metrics for Random Forest model 
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Label 1st Metric 2nd Metric 

ticker_week_perf MSE: 78.55 R^2 score: -1.156 

ticker_quarter_perf MSE: 489.073 R^2 score: -0.581 

ticker_year_perf MSE: 2719.776 R^2 score: -3.551 

spy_week_perf MSE: -3.551 R^2 score: -0.407 

spy_quarter_perf MSE: 160.469 R^2 score: -3.436 

spy_year_perf MSE: 382.644 R^2 score: -4.252 

ticker_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.407 Precision score  

[0.394, 0.156, 0.42] 

ticker_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.437 Precision score  

[0.719, 0.0, 0.414] 

ticker_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.534 Precision score  

[0.718, 0.0, 0.511] 

spy_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.381 Precision score  

[0.46, 0.216, 0.418] 

spy_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.301 Precision score  

[1.0, 0.0, 0.286] 

spy_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.532 Precision score  

[1.0, 0.0, 0.514] 
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       Table 5 shows the results of the Gradient Boosting training (both regressor and 

classifier) on a full dataset. 

Table 5: Labels and their evaluation metrics for Gradient Boosting model 

Label 1st Metric 2nd Metric 

ticker_week_perf MSE: 88.308 R^2 score:  -1.424 

ticker_quarter_perf MSE: 496.37 R^2 score:  -0.604 

ticker_year_perf MSE: 2029.675 R^2 score:  -2.396 

spy_week_perf MSE: 15.466 R^2 score:  -0.639 

spy_quarter_perf MSE: 133.671 R^2 score:  -2.695 

spy_year_perf MSE: 357.36 R^2 score:  -3.905 

ticker_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.437 Precision score  

[0.619, 0.182, 0.426] 

ticker_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.425 Precision score  

[0.667,  0.000 , 0.409 ] 

ticker_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.527 Precision score  

[0.705, 0.000, 0.509] 

spy_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.403 Precision score  

[0.812, 0.228, 0.426] 

spy_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.317 Precision score  

[1.000, 0.000, 0.290] 
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spy_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.527 Precision score  

[1.000, 0.000, 0.512] 

        

Table 6 shows the results of the Neural Network training (both regressor and 

classifier) on a full dataset. 

Table 6: Labels and their evaluation metrics for Neural Network model 

Label 1st Metric 2nd Metric 

ticker_week_perf MSE: 106.151 R^2 score:  -1.914 

ticker_quarter_perf MSE: 598.715 R^2 score:  -0.935 

ticker_year_perf MSE: 2362.087 R^2 score:  -2.952 

spy_week_perf MSE: 20.484 R^2 score:  -1.171 

spy_quarter_perf MSE: 157.19 R^2 score:  -3.345 

spy_year_perf MSE: 521.494 R^2 score:  -6.158 

ticker_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.381 Precision score  

[0.481, 0.137, 0.42] 

ticker_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.458 Precision score  

[0.597, 0.065, 0.42] 

ticker_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.54 Precision score  

[0.617, 0.0, 0.522] 
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spy_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.427 Precision score  

[0.424, 0.364, 0.444] 

spy_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.343 Precision score  

[1.0, 0.038, 0.302] 

spy_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.549 Precision score  

[0.97, 0.0, 0.527] 

  

       Table 7 shows the results of the Random Forest training (both regressor and 

classifier) on the dataset excluding WSJ and FT. 

Table 7: Labels and evaluation metrics for Random Forest model of smaller dataset 

Label 1st Metric 2nd Metric 

ticker_week_perf MSE: 40.451 R^2 score:  -0.48 

ticker_quarter_perf MSE: 371.297 R^2 score:  -0.124 

ticker_year_perf MSE: 1892.647 R^2 score:  -1.196 

spy_week_perf MSE: 5.807 R^2 score:  -0.231 

spy_quarter_perf MSE: 40.807 R^2 score:  -0.018 

spy_year_perf MSE: 51.695 R^2 score:  -0.313 

ticker_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.346 Precision score  

[0.571, 0.0, 0.377] 
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ticker_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.564 Precision score  

[0.667, 0.0, 0.556] 

ticker_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.782 Precision score  

[0.333, 0.0, 0.8] 

spy_week_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.333 Precision score  

[0.0, 0.262, 0.455] 

spy_quarter_bool_perf Accuracy: 0.615 Precision score  

[0.0, 1.0, 0.618] 

spy_year_bool_perf Accuracy: 1.0 Precision score  

[1.0] 

  

In short, all regressor labels have not performed adequately, with all of them 

having high MSE and negative R^2. The negative value suggests that the models are 

not able to explain the variance in the target variables and fail to capture the underlying 

patterns in the data. This is fair in a way, as asking the model to predict the exact 

percentage within a week, a quarter, or a year is a very demanding ask, and with such 

limited number of features, it is likely not feasible. 

       The classifier models performed relatively better, as the task was seeking fewer 

specific results, only the direction of the asset after a certain period. The models 

containing the entire dataset ranged between 30% and 55% accuracy. Between the 

ticker and SPY labels for the same period, there were some models that performed 
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better predicting ticker direction, while there were also other models that had higher 

accuracy for the SPY label instead. 

       There is an interesting behavior happening with the smaller model. Regressor 

models perform similarly inadequately, but the performance range on classifier models 

is much wider than the regular datasets. The increasing accuracy as the time interval 

increases suggests 2 things: (1) It is possible that being listed on the cover results in a 

more reliable longer-term stock performance rather than shorter term. (2) The latter can 

be subject to the survivorship bias of only including those tickers that have survived and 

went up. At the same time, the trajectory of the general market is up more often than 

not. 

       While performing some exploratory analysis, there were several interesting 

observations found that are shared below.  For instance, 60% of stocks that went up 

100% leading up to the cover date closed green a week after the cover release as 

shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10: Additional Label Insights 

Furthermore, 76% of stocks that went up 100% leading up to the cover date closed 

green a quarter after the cover release as shown in Figure 11. 

 

       Figure 11: Additional Label Insights 
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       This insight almost contradicts the initial hypothesis of this thesis. It is likely that 

those are anomalies as less than 100 instances out of an entire dataset were recorded 

to have this phenomenon. 

       Another interesting insight is that the stocks featured on the covers were more 

likely to have a smaller directional movement a week after the cover than a week 

leading up to it as shown in Figure 11. This likely is tied to volatility, and how it was not 

allowing the directionality to happen. 

 

Figure 12: Additional Label Insights 

       Overall, regressor models were not successful in their predictions; the classifiers 

had more success, with the model without WSJ and FT entry points showing most 

success. In addition to that, there were interesting insights made while analyzing the 

labels and the features.  
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Chapter 5: Conclusions 

       The goal of this thesis was to analyze and predict the impact of financial 

magazine covers on the stocks features on them. We demonstrated the end-to-end 

process of how to create a dataset of features and labels per stock per cover, and we 

also analyzed the results of machine learning models and the additional insights made 

along the way. 

       When extracting ticker data points from magazine covers for the dataset, we had 

a multi-step process utilizing 2 highly trained AI models, an OCR model and a ChatGPT 

model. In-between of usages of both models, there were several data cleaning and data 

processing techniques involved.  

When datapoints were available, the generation of labels and features began. 

There were regressor and classifier type labels, across several periods of time, both for 

the ticker on the cover and $SPY, an S&P 500 index. Features were price-based, 

volume-based, and magazine-based. Upon the completion of the dataset, the data was 

cleaned and trained using 3 different Machine Learning algorithms: Random Forest, 

Gradient boosting, and Neural Network. 

The results of the models did not demonstrate a strong ability to predict the 

direction of the asset based on existing features alone. However, we were able to 

extract useful insights based on the dataset alone, without the models. 
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Moving forward, there are areas of improvements: some things to adjust in the 

current state and some add things as future work. Let us walk through the improvement 

at each stage of the project. 

The most important item is the inclusion of sectors as part of model labels. 

Initially the plan was to test input data on tickers, SPY, as well as sectors of the 

corresponding tickers, but due to time constraints this was not implemented. Sectors 

could have been the sweet spot between the performance of the individual ticker and 

the performance of SPY. There are several classification systems of tickers into sectors, 

but the most ideal one would be the one that has most likely under 10 sectors in its set.  

Also, there are several elements to consider in the process of deriving tickers out 

of images. A very limited number of images were of a very poor quality, and thus no 

tickers were able to be extracted from that set of images. So, higher quality images for 

some covers. Also, parsing text from images is not 100% reliable. There might be typos 

in parsing that make interpretation not possible. In addition to that, introducing ChatGPT 

for parsing tickers out of raw text is also not 100% reliable. There could be false 

positives as well as false negatives. On top of that, the approach in this paper involved 

extracting tickers exclusively. That means that, any metaphorical text or text that related 

to the industry is omitted and does not get accounted for in the training data.  

When it comes to feature engineering, there are also ways to improve. One of 

the hottest features to add to the model is the sentiment on the cover towards the ticker 

mentioned. The dataset only had the mention of the ticker, but not what the sentiment 

towards it is; sentiment could be a pivotal feature, but it is difficult to capture it. The 
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number 1 issue: the difficulty of parsing words out of text and then associating them with 

the mood towards the asset. Additionally, it would be a great addition to the model to 

include sentiment from other sources on the same day of the cover release or leading 

up to it. It could be Google Trends or posts from social media. This way we are 

expanding the model to include more sentiment from more sources. The challenge then 

is in evaluating which source’s sentiment takes precedence or has heavier weight. It is 

no surprise that different media sources had different levels of priority across time. For 

instance, newspapers in the 60s most likely had more influence than they do now, as 

there is a shrinking audience of newspaper readers and a growing audience of social 

media users. Thus, when incorporating sentiment from different sources, it would be a 

good idea to calibrate their weight across time if possible. 

       Overall, sentiment and media do seem to have an influence on the stock marker 

behavior, but the model should likely be used in conjunction with other non-sentiment 

indicators to have a more accurate evaluation of the stock’s behavior in the near to 

midterm future. 
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